**VEISHEA may be alcohol-free**

- For the past 75 years, VEISHEA has been a tradition at Iowa State University, but next year that tradition may not include alcohol.

By Kevin Doyle

**EVENT**

- VEISHEA traditions have been cancelled for the past two years, and the future of this event is uncertain.

By Jutta Schausten

**Clintondid not break contract**

- Half of the UIHC lawsuit ended in favor of three doctors Friday, but a judge still has to rule on the case's racial bias claim.

By Steven Cook

**VIKES**

- A Johnson County jury ruled 7-2 Friday that the UI Hospitals and Clinics did not break contract with forensic radiology doctor Dr. Jim Keresteter.

A second charge of racial偏见 was dropped in June by Judge William Eads.

Keresteter sued three UIHC doctors for racial discrimination from the radiology residency program in 2014. Because of the difficulty in proving intentional discrimination, the termination constituted a breach of contract.

The three doctors - Dr. Yutaka Hata, Dr. Edward Franke and Dr. Hsiao Chang - were stated that Keresteter's lawsuit insufficient.

"I'm just happy now that we're over and we can get back to doing what we do," Keresteter said. "Now I can get back to doing what I do.

"We'll have to sit down as a family and decide what we'll do from here on out."
**Bikers hit the trail in Iowa City**

Local mountain bikers say Sugar Bottom provides the most challenging terrain around Iowa City.

By Jeff Clinton

While the calendar has turned to September, mountain biking lovers in Iowa City have offered more than a few complaints about the weather.

Although, it may not be as hot or cold as the forecast this past summer, many Iowans are enjoying the fall and are looking forward to the arrival of new biking opportunities.

"I see bikes around me all the time," said Michael MacDonald, a member of the Iowa City mountain biking community. "They’re a busy trail right now around here." MacDonald said "It’s really hot because it’s not a lot of quick ride or after a long drive."

Sugar Bottom is one of the most popular biking spots around Iowa City. MacDonald said it’s not only beautiful and challenging, but also a safe place with a low risk of collision.

"I think the biggest difference is that the trails are all in the woods. There’s not enough out there," said MacDonald. "There are a few single tracks, but with high mountains bikes have to be there for their own safety."

Raccoon said it’s "a busy trail right now around here."

Raccoon said Sugar Bottom is a great place to practice and build skills for a variety of different biking events. MacDonald said the trail is open and honest way of providing information about the trails.

Raccoon said there’s not enough out there, but for safety reasons, Raccoon said the trails are all in the woods.

Sugar Bottom is open and honest way of providing information about the trails. MacDonald said the trail is "a busy trail right now around here."

Raccoon said, "It’s really hot because it’s not a lot of quick ride or after a long drive."
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"I think the biggest difference is that the trails are all in the woods. There’s not enough out there," said MacDonald. "There are a few single tracks, but with high mountains bikes have to be there for their own safety."

Sugar Bottom is open and honest way of providing information about the trails. MacDonald said the trail is "a busy trail right now around here."
**Tapes show fund-raising activity**

**Republicans outgunned by fund-raising footage.**

By Sonya Ross

WASHINGTON — The White House tapes show how the Republicans outgunned the Democrats in fund-raising activity in the final days of the campaign.

The tapes, heard in a Tuesday radio show, were played for the first time since the election.

The White House tapes show how the Republicans planned to outgun the Democrats in fund-raising activity in the final days of the campaign.

**Coast to Coast**

**NEW YORK**

**Report: FBI studying possible link between diet drugs and birth defects**

Drugs made of fenfluramine and phentermine, or a combination of the drugs, have been linked to birth defects, according to a report released Tuesday.

**Weekly Specials**

**at the Fresh Market**

**BBQ Pork Sandwich w/ chips**

**$2.99**

**Snapple Sport Cap 24 oz.**

**$1.99**

**Ms. Field's Nibblers**

**$2 for only $1.50**

Vudu Arcade

**New Open in the Whitehouse**

good through 10/6-10/9

---

**Newsweek**

**Nichols’ jury selection process is back of draw**

The process of selecting a jury for the retrial of Charles R. Smith, a former Democratic Party official, was back of draw Tuesday morning.

**United Press International**

**Men accused of murder, kidnap in case of missing Cambodian**

CAMBODIAN, Malei (AP) — There was no sign of life and the(folder) search for a missing Cambodian man continued on Tuesday.

**Iowa City's Budstore!**

**Spectacular Fresh Produce Presentation**

Fresh Vegetables & Fruit From Around the World!

Your Neighborhood Store With More!
Israel claims self-defense in bungled ‘hit’

Netanyahu says assassination attempt was part of Israel's effort to fight terrorism

JERUSALEM - Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said the assassination attempt on Hamas leaderMoussa Abu Marzouk was part of Israel's right to fight terrorism. He was speaking after a Hamas operative named Khalid Mashal was hospitalized with burning problems following the assassination attemp t. Netanyahu, speaking in Jerusalem, said all the Jewish agencies were responsible. But in a statement to Associated Press,Netanyahu called "Moussa Abu Marzouk" a "terrorist leader" and said he had been "responsible for" the attacks. Netanyahu added that "terrorist attacks are on the rise as a result of the situation in the region."

Mashal was hospitalized on Tuesday with an apparent burn to his upper body. The hospital said it was not clear if the burn was caused by an explosion or a fire. The statement said that Mashal had been "in contact with other Hamas commanders" and that he had been "cheered on" by Hamas leaders. The statement did not specify the location of the attack. But in a separate statement, Netanyahu said "terrorist attacks are on the rise as a result of the situation in the region."

Mashal was the leader of Hamas' military wing, which has been responsible for a number of attacks on Israel. In its first public comment on the attack, Hamas said it was "exceptional."? The statement also said that "terrorist attacks are on the rise as a result of the situation in the region."

The attack comes as Israel faces an increasing number of attacks by Palestinians, who are demanding the release of prisoners and an end to the occupation. The latest attack comes just days after a suicide bomber killed four people in a Jerusalem bus. The attack was claimed by Hamas, which has been responsible for a number of attacks in the past.

"We will not make history," Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh said in a statement. "We will not make history. We will not make history."

Deputy State Attorney for Montgomery County, Md., John McCarthy has been the subject of a number of reports and discussions over the weekend. However, he did not specifically discuss the reports at a hearing on Sunday in Jerusalem. McCarthy was appointed to the court in 1994 after his appointment by the Shas party. McCarthy was appointed to the court in 1994 after his appointment by the Shas party. He is the son of a incumbent judge of the court.
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Battle is on for burrito supremacy

There are two major players in the burrito business these days: Panchero's and Taco Bell. Each has its own unique selling proposition, and the battle for market share is heating up.

Edward Turner, owner of Panchero's, is fighting hard to maintain his position as a leading player in the fast-food industry. He has been in the business for many years and has built a loyal following. Turner is known for his exceptional customer service and his commitment to quality ingredients.

On the other hand, Taco Bell has been gaining momentum in recent years. The fast-food giant has been investing heavily in new locations and menu items to attract customers. Its slogan, "Mexican Dishes With a Twist," has become synonymous with the brand.

The competition between the two is intense, with each trying to outdo the other in terms of quality, service, and price. The outcome of this battle will have a significant impact on the future of the burrito industry.

Letters to the Editor

Ammoner wrong on bike issue

Jesse Ammoner suggests that bicycle riders should not be allowed to ride on the sidewalks in Iowa City. This is a ridiculous argument. Bicyclists are human, too, and they have the right to move around as they see fit.

The restaurants, bars, and shops along the pedestrian mall in downtown Iowa City would be shut down if they were not allowed to be open late at night. The sidewalk is not only a place to ride, but it is also a place to socialize and enjoy the city's offerings.

Panchero's is a great example of a restaurant that thrives on people walking by. The sidewalk is a crucial part of their business model.

Movies still have a way to go in portraying gays

In his review of the new movie "The Secret Life of Wanda Tucker," Jesse Ammoner points out that the film does not do a good job of portraying gay characters. He suggests that more research and effort should be put into making films that accurately represent the gay community.

This is an important issue, as films have the power to shape public perception and understanding of gay people. If we want to have accurate and respectful representations of gay individuals, we need to support filmmakers who are committed to telling those stories.

Letters to the Editor

SAY

How did the Hawkeyes' loss this weekend change your opinion of how they'll do in this season?

Some readers feel that the loss to Ohio State was a fluke, and that the Hawkeyes will bounce back in the remainder of the season. Others believe that the loss was a wake-up call and that the team needs to improve.

It's clear that the Hawkeyes have a long way to go in terms of improving their performance on the field. The team will need to work hard to turn things around and have a successful season.
Audit issue requires more step

Audits had at the national level, the
local level, and the state level for various
government entities. This includes
questions related to the collection,
analyzing, and reporting of financial
information.

Lack of coordination among different
departments and agencies can
sometimes lead to discrepancies in the
information collected and reported.

A lack of proper training and
education for auditors can also affect
the quality of the audit process.

Finally, the auditing process can be
expensive, with costs associated with
hiring auditors, travel, and other
resources.

Letters to the Editor

Viewpoints

Letters to the Editor

Feeling left out of cultural exchange

in the editor

Many show up to add some much-needed
flux to Sarah Goff's article about
international exchange students. There are
some who don't like to do much talking,
and so their presence is more subtle. They
are there, but they don't necessarily join in
the conversations. They are interested in
the discussions, but they don't always feel
comfortable expressing their thoughts.

In one case, a student from another
country, who had been here for a few
months, was overheard saying, "I can't
really understand the culture here. I feel
left out of the conversation." This is
understandable, as international exchange
students may face challenges in
understanding the cultural norms and
values of their host country.

However, there are ways to help
international exchange students feel more
included. International centers are
important resources, as they offer
opportunities for students to connect with
each other and learn more about the local
culture. Additionally, students can
volunteer to help other students who may
be feeling left out of cultural exchange.

Drinking laws should be healed

Drinking laws are a constant source of
friction between the US and other
countries, with women reacting differently
to different laws in different countries.

In Mexico, for example, the drinking age
is 18, but in the United States, it is 21. This
difference in laws can lead to confusion and
misunderstandings, especially among
international exchange students.

One way to address this issue is to
implement similar drinking laws across
the world. This would help to reduce
discrimination and ensure that all
countries have the same standards for
driving under the influence.

However, it is important to
remember that cultural differences
must be taken into account when
implementing these laws. For
example, in some countries, the
drinking age is 18, but in others, it is
higher. This means that international
exchange students may face different
drinking laws in different countries.

Alcohol problems's overshared, in D.

In the article, the author describes the
difficulties of alcohol problems and
overshared, and how it affects
different parts of the population.

The author notes that alcohol
problems can have a significant impact
on personal health and well-being, as
well as on the health of their family
and friends. Additionally, alcohol
problems can have economic
consequences, as individuals may
be unable to work or participate in
community activities.

The author suggests that
prevention and intervention programs
are key to addressing alcohol
problems. These programs can
help individuals to manage their
alcohol consumption and reduce
the impact of alcohol problems on
their lives.

Alcohol problems
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Drunk-driving laws should be healed

in the editor

As a reader, I am in favor of
prohibiting alcohol consumption for
people under the age of 21. There are
many reasons to support this position,
including the need to prevent drunk
driving and to protect young
people from the negative effects of
alcohol.

Furthermore, the current
minimum drinking age of 21 is not
as effective as we might think. In
some countries, such as Sweden,
the drinking age is 18, and there
is a lower rate of drunk driving
among young people.

In addition, there is evidence
that alcohol problems are
increasing among young people,
which is concerning for our society.

Finally, it is important to
remember that prohibiting
alcohol consumption for
people under the age of 21
is not the only solution. Other
countries have successfully
implemented other strategies
to address alcohol problems,
such as raising awareness
about the dangers of alcohol
consumption and promoting
healthy alternatives.

In conclusion, I believe that
prohibiting alcohol consumption
for people under the age of 21
is a necessary step to
tackling the problem of drunk
driving and protecting young
people from the negative effects of
alcohol.
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TRIAL/Racism claim to be decided by judge.

Judge orders evidence to be stored in

VEISHEA/Alcohol will still be in the schools

100 cases of

FITNESS ASSESSMENTS offered by HEALTH IOWA, Student Health Services

1) 5th Floor, Can you

DO YOU THINK THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA SHOULD ESTABLISH A LATINO STUDIES PROGRAM? Unlike the Latin American Studies program, the proposed Latino Studies Program would focus on Latino populations in the United States. Please join us for a discussion of this topic.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 12:00 NOON
RIVER ROOM THREE, IMU
Sponsored by Opportunity for Iowa and interested faculty and students from the University of Iowa.

If you need special accommodations please call 335-3050.

Elk Grove Village, Illinois

YAMAHA PARADIGM SNELL

www.hawkkeyeaudio.com

2) 6th Floor, Can you
**Iowa Field Hockey**

**Hawkeyes roll to overtime victory**

**By Kevin Constant**

Iowa field hockey defeated Penn State 3-2 in overtime Sunday in the second annual Marsha Felix-Bell Memorial Tournament at the University of Iowa Field Hockey Complex. Iowa native Kirsten Zondlo scored the overtime goal to give the Hawkeyes a 3-2 win.

The game was scoreless after regulation, and the first overtime period ended with the score still tied at 2. In the second overtime, Zondlo scored on a penalty shot to give Iowa the win. It was her second goal of the day.

Iowa outshot Penn State 12-6 in the game, and had 10 penalty shots compared to Penn State's 4. Iowa's goalkeeper, Lauren Decker, made 10 saves in the game, including a save on a penalty shot in the first overtime period. Penn State's goalkeeper, Rachel Hinds, made 22 saves.

Iowa's head coach, Tracey Weninger, said that the Hawkeyes were able to control the game and dominate the Penn State offense.

Penn State's head coach, Katrina MacMillan, said that the Hawkeyes were able to control the game and dominate the Penn State offense.
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Offense/Hawkeyes had trouble scoring

Continued from Page 1B

enough offense Saturday, finished behind Penn State, possibly up with his blocking – and hard fighting.

"A lot of guys have to check their egos and realize this game and how much at stake this game is," said Bucy. "We're not going to win every game."

The Hawkeyes, averaging 59.3 points per game all season, were held to 146 yards of total offense and 14 points.

"It's difficult to line up at different angles at different times, especially when you're playing a good team like Penn State," said Iowa coach Kirk Ferentz.

Kantzemoyer/OSU’s defensive monster

Continued from Page 1B

midway in the fourth quarter when the Hawkeyes were driving and ready to score. The play all but put the last nail in the Hawkeye coffin.

"They lined up up there in the right place and I think he knew he was in trouble," said Kantzemoyer.

"I think it's a better player, and being able to recognize formations and seeing what the opposition is trying to do," said the first-time Kent State head coach. "But you have to get the formation right." Kantzemoyer has been on the road with his five-man defense for the past 26 years.

Michael Wilcox

Kantzemoyer's job was to make sure Iowa safety Eric Thigpen didn't have a chance to take down the ball carrier.

"He told me to stay up there in the air, and not to cut it off. But he didn't do it."

"I'm just happy to be the hitter rather than the hitter."
Green Bay holds off late rally to win NFC Central battle

Giants 20, Cowboys 17

The Packers’ defense held Dallas to 141 yards of total offense in the second half to help the team to its second straight win.

AFC ROUNDUP

Chargers 29, Raiders 10

San Diego Chargers’ John Figuierra tackles Oakland Raiders Jeff George during the first quarter.

The Grand Opening for the new Hy-Vee East location in Des Moines on Monday night, October 6, 1997.

1997 Hy-Vee East

Amana Fresh Seafood from around the world!

Fresh Fish & Seafood

Coming Soon
COMING SOON TO THE NEW HY-VEE EAST

Fresh Seafood & Specialty Meats!

Featuring Amana Meats & Fresh Seafood From Around The World!

Your Neighborhood Store With More!

Grand Opening
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7TH

1/2 Priced Pizza

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
Sunday All Day • Monday thru Wednesday 4 p.m. Close
$5.99 All-U-Can Eat Buffet
Includes soup, salad, entree & pizza • MF & TV

$10 Fish Bowls

Tropical drinks served in Pineapples & Coconuts

1/2 Off Big Beer 32 oz. Deliveries
$1.50 Refills
$1.00 Gift of Bud Light
$3.00 Jack’s Cola Pint
$3.00 Bud’N Coke Pint

Thursdays & Fridays

Karaoke 9:30

10 PM - 2 AM
Florida routs Arkansas to remain at No. 1

By Richard Rosenfeld

TALLAHASSEE (AP) - Florida is the college football season's final top-ranked team on a personal, one-of-a-kind big game team that began with a 1-0 start.

The Gators (2-0) routed Arkansas (1-1) 49-10 Saturday at Doak Campbell Stadium.

"This is better than the first one," said Florida Techonnical senior tailback Travis Prentice, who ran for two touchdowns.

Prentice, who was Florida's leading rusher last season, was held to 39 yards in the opener by Vanderbilt.

The Gators had dropped their season opener to No. 1 Florida, Saturday.

"We're happy to be . . . and we want to be back," Florida Techonnical coach Urban Meyer said.

Florida (2-0) outgained the Razorbacks 587-107 in total offense.

Florida Techonnical quarterback Tim Tebow (3) was sacked by Arkansas' statically strong Kenya Hamilton.

For the teams, including a 4-3 victory

By Bobbytkk "W" for the 3-0 victory.
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By Wayne Drasky and Mike Trippett
The Daily Iowan

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The Iowa State defensive line never stopped it. Not in the third quarter. Not in the fourth. Not in the game.

But a team's dreams did die with a whimper Saturday. Perhaps.

"It's still a dream season," Iowa State defensive tackle Jared Calvin said.

That's what it's become. A dream season. The Cyclones' dreams aren't any closer to becoming a reality. But it's tough to get anything out of that.

If their dreams aren't any closer to becoming a reality, why is it tough to get anything out of that?

"They're tough to get anything out of," Calvin said.
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Lewis stops Golota after 95 seconds

By Ed Schrader Jr.

ATHLETIC TOWN, N.C. — Lewis’s winning belief extended to the end. He had lost as a freshman, but that didn’t stop him from coming back better prepared this season. Golota ended his career with a loss to Lewis after he scored the second goal in the first half. Just as he did last year, he will now focus on training for next season and getting ready for the upcoming conference match against Virginia Tech.

Golota had his moment in the Big Ten Roundup, but it wasn’t enough to secure a win for Northwestern. The Wildcats fell behind early and were unable to recover, resulting in a 26-25 loss to Ohio State.
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Stone's comedy detour

Oliver Stone— he's a trickster, a maverick, a filmshine "To Omaha" Ponce's musing of a Super Bowl win in 1997. By sextuplet, right-handed Stone, about who else?— was a kindred spirit: a notable director, right-handed Stone, who carved his name. 's a trickster, a maverick, a filmshine "To Omaha" Ponce's musing of a Super Bowl win in 1997. By sextuplet, right-handed Stone, about who else?— was a kindred spirit: a notable director, right-handed Stone, who carved his name. Fans of Stone's work will recognize the unique and stylishly silly flavor of 'The Player' in "Night Dream."

Waking up from Stone's 'Night Dream'

After hearing Oliver Stone speak last week, one thing became abundantly clear: Oliver Stone is a "Night Dream."

He writes like the sculptor or the poet, as he has said, "with the scissors and the razor blade."

It's not that Stone's work isn't as emotional or as intense as his. Far from it. But his style and sensibility are so idiosyncratic and so personal, every thought and idea seems to have been created with him alone in mind, shaping a world that is distinctly his own. It's like reading the innermost thoughts of a writer who is obsessed with the world he's trying to create.

That was the case with Stone's latest film, "Night Dream." The film is a dreamlike journey into the mind of a character named Bobby, a young man who has just been released from prison and is struggling to adjust to the outside world. Throughout the film, Stone intercuts scenes of Bobby's life with scenes of a dreamlike landscape, creating a sense of confusion and disorientation.

The film's central character, Bobby, is played by Powers Boothe, who delivers a powerful performance that is both moving and unsettling. Boothe's portrayal of Bobby is a study in depth, as he captures not only the character's struggles, but also his innermost thoughts and feelings.

Stone's approach to "Night Dream" is both unique and effective. He has created a film that is both a dreamlike journey and a meditation on the human condition. It's a film that is both visually stunning and intellectually challenging, and it leaves a lasting impression on the viewer.

In conclusion, "Night Dream" is a film that is both a work of art and a work of passion. It's a film that is both moving and unsettling, and it leaves a lasting impression on the viewer. It's a film that is both a dreamlike journey and a meditation on the human condition. It's a film that is both visually stunning and intellectually challenging, and it leaves a lasting impression on the viewer.
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